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ON PIC(D[a]) FOR A PRINCIPAL IDEAL DOMAIN D 

BY 

ROBERT GILMER1 AND WILLIAM HEINZER2 

ABSTRACT. Let D be a PID with infinitely many maximal ideals. J. W. 
Brewer has asked whether some simple ring extension D[a] of D must 
have nontrivial Picard group. We show that this question has a negative 
answer. 

Let D be a PID containing a field F such that \F\ > \MSpec(D)\, where | • | denotes 
cardinality. We show that each simple ring extension of D has trivial Picard group. 
This answers a question raised by J. W. Brewer (personal communication). Brewer's 
question was motivated by the problem (from algebraic control theory) of determining, 
for an integral domain T, conditions under which the polynomial ring T[X] is a BCS-
ring. Recall that the notion (but not the terminology) of a BCS-ring arises from [7, 
Th. B], was touched on briefly in [2, Sect. 4], and studied extensively in [11]; also, 
see [1] for general motivation. In particular, Proposition 1.8 of [11] shows that T[X] 
is a BCS-ring if T is a semilocal PID. Moreover, Theorem 2.3 of [11] shows that 
the natural map Pic(R) —-> Pic(R/I) is surjective if R is a BCS-ring, so an affirmative 
answer to Brewer's question would have implied, for a PID T, that T is semilocal if 
T[X] is a BCS-ring. 

We remark that our use of the sets S in the proof of Theorem 1 is a modification of 
a technique used by Claborn [4] (see also [5, Section 13]) in determining conditions 
under which a Dedekind domain is a principal ideal domain. 

THEOREM 1. Suppose D is a PID with infinitely many maximal ideals, and assume 
that D contains a field F such that \F\ > \MSpec(D)\. Then each simple ring extension 
D[a] of D has trivial Picard group. 

PROOF. We frequently consider D[a] as D[X]/I, where IHD = (0). If / = (0), it is 
well known that Pic(D[a]) = (0). Moreover, since D is a Noetherian Hilbert domain, 
the condition / HD — (0) implies that dim(D[X]/I) > 0. Hence we consider the case 
where dim (D[a]) = 1. Since D[a] is Noetherian, we can show that Pic(D[a]) = (0) 
by showing that each proper invertible ideal / of D[a] is principal. Since / contains a 
regular element, J is contained in no height-zero prime of D[a], so each of the minimal 
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primes of / is also maximal. Consequently, the primary decomposition of J has the 
form <2i H Q2 H . . . H Qn = Q\Qi... Qn, where g, is primary for a maximal ideal M/. 
Each g/ is invertible, and to show that / is principal, it suffices to show that each Qt 

is principal. Moreover, since PicD[a] = Pic(D[a]reci), there is no loss of generality in 
assuming that / is a radical ideal of D[X]. Thus / has the form (a)n(f(X))nB, where 
a = 7Ti7T2 . . . irs is a product of distinct prime elements of D, / = f\fi.. .ft is a product 
of distinct irreducible polynomials in D[X]\D, and B = H\ n H2 H . . . H //M is an 
intersection of distinct maximal ideals of D[X]. We note that t ^ 1 since / HD = (0). 

We change notation to assume that / = Q is primary for a maximal ideal M 
and we prove that Q is principal. To do so, it suffices to prove that Q > 
U{QP*\P* G MSpec(D[a])}[6, Rem. 1]. Let M H D = TTD and assume that 
q = 7rv G g . We consider two cases. 

Case 1. (q,a) = D. Since a is regular in D[a] in this case, there exists h G Q 
such that g = (<?, /z) [9, Prop. 4.2], [8, p. 372]. Moreover, since a is a unit modulo 
<7> Ô — (4i<*h) a s weU- Consider the set S = {<? + /xa/z|/x G F}. If F* is a maximal 
ideal of D[a], then P* = P/I for some maximal ideal P of D[X] such that either 
717 G F for some /,// G P for some 7, or P — Hk for some k. Since D[X]/(^) is a 
simple domain extension of D that is algebraic over D, the Krull-Akizuki Theorem 
[10, Thm. 33.2] implies that \{P G MSpec(D[X])\ fi e P}\ < \F\. Consequently, 
if U = {P* G MSpecD[a]\a <£ F*}, then \U\ < \F\. Let V = MS/?^D[a]\f/. If 
F* G V, then a £ P*,q g F*, and hence 4 + pah <£ F* for each p G F. On the 
other hand if F* G U, then gF* < g , and hence QP* contains q + pah for at most 
one element p of F since 2 = 0? + p\ah,q + \i2ah) for /ii 7̂  pi. Since |£/| < |F|, 
it follows that there exists s G S C Q such that s g U{QF*|F* G MSpecD[a]}. 
Therefore Q > UQP*, as we wished to show. 

Case 2. (q,a) ^ D. In this case (7r) = (7T/) for some / and AV GQ. We show 
that Pic(D[a]/(av)) = (0). Note that D[a]/(av) ~ D[X]/[(av) + / ] , and hence it 
suffices to prove that D[X]/Vl(av) + / ] has trivial Picard group. But \/t(«v) + /] = 
V t v V ) + V^l = Vî(«) + /] = Via) = (a), and 

D f f l / ( ^ e ; ^ , [ i ] , 

where Kt ~ D/fa) . Hence D[X]/(a) is a PIR and Pic(D[a]/(av)) = (0). We note 
that A/(av) is invertible in D[a]/(av) since this ideal is locally principal and is not 
contained in U/=i[(7T/)/(av)], the set of zero divisors of D[a]/(av). Therefore Q/(av) is 
principal, say Q = (/?, av). The argument that Q > UQP* is now completed essentially 
as in Case 1. To wit, let S = {b + /xav|/i G F}. If F* G V,P* 4 VÏ2, then 
fr + pav g F* for each p G F since av G F* and Z? 0 F*. Moreover, if F* G £/ or 
if F* = Vol then there exists at most one element p £ F such that b + pav G QP*. 
Hence S\ U {QP* \P* G MS/?é>c£>[a]}) is nonempty since \U + {VU}] < \F\, and 
again we conclude that Q > UQP*. This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 

In connection with the proof of Theorem 1, it seems reasonable to ask whether a 
one-dimensional Noetherian ring R has trivial Picard group if Pic(R/Pi) — (0) for each 
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minimal prime Pi of R. David Lantz showed us the following example, which shows 
that this questions has a negative answer. Let R = {(0, b) e Z x Z : a = b (mod 5)}. 
Then R has two minimal primes P\,Pi and R/Pi ~ Z, but Pic(R) is a cyclic group 
of order 2. For the case where R is the coordinate ring of an affine curve over an 
algebraically closed field, Theorem 3.6 of [12] provides a rich source of examples 
where Pic(R) ^ (0), but Pic(R/Pi) = (0) for each minimal prime Pt of R. 

We remark that Brewer, Klingler and Minnaar [3] have recently and independently 
proved a result that also answers Brewer's question. More precisely, Theorem 6 of [3] 
shows that if E is a PID containing an uncountable field and having only countably 
many maximal ideals, then E[X] is a BCS-ring. As noted in the introductory paragraph 
of this paper, it then follows that each simple ring extension of E has trivial Picard 
group. 
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